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Abstract: This study examines motivations, definitions, methods and challenges of evaluating the social impacts of smart city technologies and services. It outlines concepts of social impact assessment and discusses how social impact has been included in smart city evaluation frameworks. Thematic analysis is used to investigate how social impact is addressed in eight smart city projects that prioritise human-centred design across a variety of contexts and development phases, from design research and prototyping to completed and speculative projects. These projects are notable for their emphasis on human, organisational and natural stakeholders; inclusion, participation and empowerment; new methods of citizen engagement; and relationships between sustainability and social impact. At the same time, there are gaps in the evaluation of social impact in both the smart city indexes and the eight projects. Based on our analysis, we contend that more coherent, consistent and analytical approaches are needed to build narratives of change and to comprehend impacts before, during and after smart city projects. We propose criteria for social impact evaluation in smart cities and identify new directions for research. This is of interest for smart city developers, researchers, funders and policymakers establishing protocols and frameworks for evaluation, particularly as smart city concepts and complex technologies evolve in the context of equitable and sustainable development.
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1. Introduction

Smart city systems collect an abundance of data about urban life, monitoring everything from energy use and environmental conditions to personal mobility and consumption habits. This data can be used to build a picture of how a city operates, to improve performance and to inform policy, but less is understood about the short- and long-term social effects of smart cities, the extent to which smart city initiatives are accepted by citizens, or how they shape the urban experience and influence the lives of residents. For example, how do residents of urban areas experience new technologies and services like autonomous shuttles or delivery drones, or participate in virtual decision making about their neighbourhood? Do smart city processes exclude certain groups of people who believe that their technological skills are inadequate for participation and might autonomous city infrastructures exclude people altogether? Do citizens feel their needs are prioritised over technological development or the other way around? In the emerging “autonomous city”, in which Cugurullo observes “artificially intelligent urban technologies are taking the management of urban services out of the hands of humans” [1] (p. 2), it is all the more pressing to understand the social impacts of smart cities and how they can be studied. In a similar vein, calls to reframe smart cities towards a people-centric approach that utilises smart technologies as tools to tackle citizen needs and social problems (the so-called smart city 2.0 or 3.0), requires the evaluation of impacts from the perspective of diverse stakeholders [2,3].

To date, social impacts in smart city discourse can be characterised in two ways: they tend to be portrayed as positive and they lack specificity. Across smart city projects, the “social” is implicit in goals like improving quality of life (QOL) and well-being but the term “social” is often undefined in the given context. According to Beretta, technology is perceived as leading automatically to a common good and an improvement in the city [4]. However, there is a “deficit of proof”, as described by Paskaleva et al., when it comes to the impacts of smart city initiatives [3]. The evaluation of social impacts in particular has received little attention in comparison to areas such as technology, mobility and energy [5]. While social indicators are frequently included in global, quantitative macro-level indexes, like the Lisbon Ranking and Digital Economy & Society Index (DESI), they do not offer the same information as social impact assessment, which examines how things are felt or experienced at different levels, from individuals to households or communities [6].

Defining social impact can be challenging in smart city projects, but it is vital for future cities and the increasing automation of cities. Social impact can be highly subjective and context-dependent, but understanding this subject can offer important insights into how diverse stakeholders experience and value change [7]. We draw from concepts of social impact assessment (e.g., [6,8,9]) and others to argue that this perspective is necessary if smart city design is to be socially inclusive, equitable, sustainable and responsive to citizen’s needs. Indeed, this is a requirement outlined in many smart city policies and standards, such as ISO 37100 (Sustainable cities and communities) and ISO 37120 (Sustainable development in communities—Indicators for city services and quality of life). However, there are currently no clear standards to evaluate social impact in smart cities. To address this, we examine eight smart city projects that have social impact embedded in their purpose. This allows us to gain new perspectives on what is missing from quantitative measures of smart city performance.

Our research questions are:
1. What is considered “social impact” in smart cities?
2. How are social impacts currently reflected in smart city frameworks? What are the strengths and weaknesses of the evaluation methods and indicators being used?
3. What new perspectives are emerging on social impact in research-led, smart city projects and how could that impact be evaluated?

To answer these questions, we first report how social impact has been defined and assessed, and then investigate how this topic is reflected in smart city evaluation frameworks. Second, we review eight projects from around the world to compare their approaches to social impact and propose how that impact could be evaluated. These projects were...
originally selected from an open call for a NordiCHI 2020 conference workshop exploring this topic. They represent innovative research led by university and public sector partners in Europe, North America and Australia. The various types of projects and their global distribution allow us to compare a broad range of smart city research, contexts and stages of development, including community engagement, prototyping, completed and speculative projects. Data consists of project descriptions (Table 1 and Appendix A) supplied by ten of the project researchers and authors of this paper. Third, through an analysis of the projects, we identify emerging perspectives on social impact and corresponding gaps in smart city frameworks. Fourth, we outline future directions and areas of opportunity for the evaluation of social impact in smart cities. We contend that more coherent, consistent and analytical approaches are needed to build narratives of change and to comprehend impacts before, during and after smart city projects.

Table 1. Project summaries and approaches to social impact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Name, Location, Status</th>
<th>Project Leaders, Stakeholders and Intended Audiences</th>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Project Aims</th>
<th>How Smart City Is Defined in This Project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **A-Solid Waste Management, Finland Ongoing Project** | LUT University CroBoDDIT project University, municipality, residents and businesses | A living lab approach was piloted to improve recycling practices on a university campus. The goals were to understand how to improve recycling by staff and students, and how to achieve living lab principles of openness, empowerment of users and realism. Methods included surveys, interviews, and a co-design workshop. | ■ To develop smart solutions for solid waste management  
■ To pilot a living lab approach | “Smartness” may lie in the capacity of empowered citizens to understand and frame the solutions that have the most impact for them, whether or not they are technology-driven. |
| **B-Sustainability Means Inclusivity (SuMIN), Sweden 2020–2022** | Linköping University Researchers: ethnographers, engineers, and designers MSc Design students Feedback: municipal representatives Intended user group: diverse inhabitants who engage with Kungsgatan on a daily basis (e.g., residents, shop owners, municipal actors) | The project aimed at engaging citizens, technical developers and other stakeholders in a series of Living Labs in Norrköping, Sweden. The research team used cultural probes to create dialogue with citizens and involve them in the living lab where possible futures for a smart and sustainable Kungsgatan were explored together with researchers and municipal actors. The resulting future visions were used in a backcasting process to prepare briefs for prototyping data-driven public services based on the current testbed technology. | ■ To raise awareness of specific needs of marginalised or overlooked groups in urban environments  
■ To provide municipality and technology providers with data on how the test site is used by a diverse range of local citizens that will facilitate long-term planning  
■ To highlight the diversity of needs in the test site, and develop a model for engaging with citizens to ensure greater inclusivity throughout the city  
■ To foreground assumptions underlying development of smart city solutions in order to refine future development of such solutions | A space where inclusivity and citizen engagement determine whether a smart city solution is adopted in the long term. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Name, Location, Status</th>
<th>Project Leaders, Stakeholders and Intended Audiences</th>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Project Aims</th>
<th>How Smart City Is Defined in This Project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-SimpliCITY, Austria and Sweden 2020–2021</td>
<td>Salzburg Research Project partners: 1 company, 2 city administrations, 1 university, 2 research organisations Audiences: citizens of Salzburg and Uppsala Assessment: company developing the platform and research partners</td>
<td>Co-creation activities in Salzburg and Uppsala led to two urban platforms that aggregate local sustainability services, engage citizens and empower changes related to mobility and consumption.</td>
<td>To foster collaboration and multi-stakeholder engagement in urban sustainability</td>
<td>A balanced concept, comprising sustainability, technological innovation, a human-centred approach and a consideration for economic value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2-City-Public Interfaces</td>
<td>D-Smart Kalasatama and Oodi Library, Finland Ongoing Project</td>
<td>Aalto University Stakeholders: Forum Virium Helsinki facilitators, Kalasatama residents, companies experimenting with smart solutions in Kalasatama, Oodi Library staff and visitors</td>
<td>Aalto University researchers studied how city employees act as intermediaries, encourage citizen participation and facilitate the development of a smart city in two initiatives: Smart Kalasatama, a smart city project and testbed neighbourhood for companies that want to experiment with smart solutions for sustainable urban living, and Oodi, the Helsinki Central Library.</td>
<td>To analyze the City of Helsinki’s efforts to develop a functional city and thereby to become smart by increasing both livability and active citizenship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-The Building City Dashboards (BCD) Project, Ireland Completed Project</td>
<td>Maynooth University Project partners: Dublin City Council, Fingal County Council, Cork City Council and Cork County Council, as well as Dublinked, Ordnance Survey Ireland and the Central Statistics Office</td>
<td>Two cities were used as living labs to create two public-facing, functioning, open-data-driven smart city dashboards that aid cities to (a) become better informed and more effective in decision-making and planning through visual analytics, data analytics and new multimedia tools; and (b) improve data management, data practices and data literacy within stakeholder organisations.</td>
<td>To tackle problems related to data, visualisation, interaction, analytics and modelling</td>
<td>Data-driven urban management and governance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Name, Location, Status</th>
<th>Project Leaders, Stakeholders and Intended Audiences</th>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Project Aims</th>
<th>How Smart City Is Defined in This Project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>F-Citizen Voices in Cities (CiViC) Dashboard, Australia Prototype</strong></td>
<td>University of Sydney Project partners: two local authorities in the greater Sydney area and Brisbane</td>
<td>The project generated a proof-of-concept web platform that mines social media posts and offers search features and aggregated visualisations. The dashboard is intended to support city authorities to understand current issues in local communities and assess the long-term impact of development projects.</td>
<td></td>
<td>The project focused on “smart governance” of smart city initiatives, which relates to “using CS/IT to improve democratic processes and public services (e-government) and to support and facilitate better planning and decision making” (Camero &amp; Alba, 2019, p. 56).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>G-Roosevelt Island’s Digital Twin for Social Impact, USA</strong></td>
<td>Cornell Tech Audiences: planners, developers, municipalities, public</td>
<td>The digital twin combines a 3D model with socio-economic data and demographic information. The data-driven microsimulation is based on historic urban research with data sources including: the American Community Survey, the neighborhood master plan, privatization agreements and resident interviews.</td>
<td></td>
<td>To communicate through a digital twin the less visible, social aspects of urban life, such as inequality and community resiliency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H-Greensight: Scale-Up Perspectives in Urban Green for Human Centered and Livable Urban Cores, Finland Conceptual Project 2017–2019</strong></td>
<td>Finland Futures Research Centre, University of Turku Project partner: City of Turku</td>
<td>This interdisciplinary project used futures and foresight methods to find alternatives to two of Turku’s main urban challenges: spatial fragmentation and low human centeredness. The concept of Greensight explores natural enabling systems within the construction of alternative futures and explores the role that planning and technology play in those futures.</td>
<td></td>
<td>To explore the “green” layer in the smart city-Turku as an anticipatory exercise focusing on the social implications impacting wellbeing and the future of life in cities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.3-Forecasting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Name, Location</th>
<th>Project’s Human-Centred Approach</th>
<th>Connection to Environmental Sustainability</th>
<th>Project Evaluation</th>
<th>Methods of Project Assessment</th>
<th>Proposed Social Impact Indicators</th>
<th>Possible Social Impacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A-Solid Waste Management, Finland</strong></td>
<td>This project used living lab principles to plan a smart city project, thereby emphasizing diversity, inclusivity and choice in a design process that leads to real outcomes that were envisioned by participants and will benefit wider society.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Achievement of living lab principles:</td>
<td>Improved social cohesion among stakeholders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>■ Changing behaviours regarding solid waste management</td>
<td>Increased alignment with recycling goals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Formative evaluation of project</td>
<td>Increased sense of inclusion in city service design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Framework mapping living lab principles to co-design stages</td>
<td>Increased sense of empowerment in making a change towards more sustainable practices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Name, Location Status</th>
<th>Project Leaders, Stakeholders and Intended Audiences</th>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Project Aims</th>
<th>How Smart City Is Defined in This Project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>B-Sustainability Means Inclusivity (SuMin), Sweden</strong></td>
<td>This project engages citizens as active participants in the early-stage design and development of smart city technology. It creates inclusive and democratic shared social space, emphasizing different generations, from young adults to elderly people.</td>
<td>Increasing green space, walkability and cycleability Reducing traffic</td>
<td>Engagement of marginalised and overlooked groups in co-creation and the municipality and technology providers in informed discussions on the diversity of needs in the test site, its use by a diverse range of citizens. Drop in levels of noise, pollution, and traffic. Use patterns in the test site that emerge from citizen-determined data.</td>
<td>A more inclusive and sustainable Kungsårgatan based on: New data-driven public services. Less noise and traffic. Increase in walkable, bikeable and car-free green areas. Better intergenerational and intercultural communication. Creation of open and democratic community spaces. Improved connections with nature and biodiversity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C-SimpliCITY, Austria and Sweden</strong></td>
<td>While sustainability has been a key focus of smart city strategies in both Salzburg and Uppsala, the human-centred aspect was not substantially integrated in previous initiatives. The platforms addressed the optimisation of digital tools for city administration, increased visibility of services and easier access to local offers for citizens. It emphasizes a range of stakeholders through codesign, and incorporates learnings about how stakeholders value what they learned through the project (e.g. building trust, increased collaboration, better understanding of smart city goals).</td>
<td>Changing behaviours in support of urban sustainability Increasing adoption of sustainability services especially related to mobility</td>
<td>Iterative co-design process Quantitative pre-post analysis and descriptive statistics Qualitative interviews, urban probes</td>
<td>Indicators related to satisfaction with usability, user experience, platform features, usage intensity. Changes in behaviours (mobility, consumption, uptake of local sustainability services), in organisational priorities (whether city administrators and service providers changed approaches to strategy or services). Perceived community attachment because of localised campaigns or city tours and perceived trust and collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D-Smart Kalasatama and Oodi Library, Finland</strong></td>
<td>The research examines how city employees strive to improve citizen engagement and inclusion in smart city initiatives by providing opportunities for participation, bringing different actors together, negotiating between them and adapting technologies and services for different needs. Helsinki city strategy and the studied initiatives include sustainability goals but they have not been analysed in this project.</td>
<td>Interviews (city employees and other stakeholders) Field notes from meetings, workshops and public talks Documents, studies and media reports about the initiatives</td>
<td>Stakeholder engagement (diversity and representativeness of participants) Empowerment of residents and users (inclusion of diverse groups, active participation)</td>
<td>A more inclusive city. Improved participation of citizens. Improved facilitation skills of city employees. Opening up of city venues to the public.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Project Aims</th>
<th>How Smart City Is Defined in This Project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-The Building City Dashboards (BCD) Project, Ireland</td>
<td></td>
<td>The project adopted a human-centred approach to smart city systems to balance the needs off citizens and city administrators. It focused on the user’s overall holistic experience with dashboard systems, acknowledging users’ diversity and using qualitative research to develop design ideas that addressed different user requirements and cognitive styles.</td>
<td>Iteration</td>
<td>Influence of insights, techniques and solutions for urban dashboard developers, city managers, urban data and smart city development projects, and the open data movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Citizen Voices in Cities (CiViC) Dashboard, Australia</td>
<td></td>
<td>The project sought to augment exiting community engagement activities, which form an essential component of all new city development in Australia, not just smart city development. The project proposed smarter ways of using existing data to capture citizens’ voices, rather than driving top-down, technological smart city solutions.</td>
<td>Iterative co-design and interviews with government authorities and non-mainstream groups in city planning</td>
<td>Better understanding and consideration of local concerns, requirements and community needs before and during the implementation of large urban developments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-Roosevelt Island’s Digital Twin for Social Impact, USA</td>
<td></td>
<td>This digital twin shifts attention from the built environment to the invisible social impacts of gentrification and privatization. It shows changes in demographics and affordable housing over the past 45 years and projects 50 years into the future.</td>
<td>Access to data from local communities and communication of social effects of privatization processes</td>
<td>Better informed public about potential impacts of privatization processes and increased community resiliency and participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Greensight: Scale-Up Perspectives in Urban Green for Human Centered and Livable Urban Cores, Finland</td>
<td></td>
<td>Greensight applies a multi perspective approach. It seeks to examine the many layers of life, the human and non-human ones, to explore impacts, deficiencies and their critical role in understanding social change. As technology and digitalization continue to expand, nature relations need further consideration as an important counterbalancing factor for achieving human centricity.</td>
<td>Framing cities as part of the environment, not separate Using nature areas as intervention points when integrating the human experience of life in cities with physical and natural environments</td>
<td>Understanding urban phenomena and change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Formative evaluation of project</td>
<td>Foresight methods: weak signals, trend analysis, data &amp; statistical analysis, surveys, workshops, observations, site photographs and videos</td>
<td>Re-evaluation of values and priorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.3-Forecasting (Continued)</td>
<td>Urbanization, population density, spatial distribution of and access to green space</td>
<td>The human factor placed at the centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Satisfaction of the basic human need to experience life outdoors</td>
<td>The dimensions of future societies of intangible needs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our findings provide analytical approaches to the evaluation of social impacts in smart city initiatives. We also propose criteria for new evaluation practices that allow...
for greater understanding of social impacts at the same time that they support technological development. This is of interest for smart city developers, researchers, funders and policymakers establishing protocols and frameworks for evaluation of complex urban technologies. By addressing these current priorities and challenges, we can foster and support social impact in smart cities. This is particularly important for public stakeholders who are responsible for ensuring equality and justice in urban development in general and smart and sustainable development in particular.

2. Social Impact and the Evaluation of Smart Cities

2.1. Social Impact

The term social is widely used in smart city discourse, often uncritically and without specificity. As the concept broadly refers to society and to groups of people and their well-being, it is easily applied to almost all aspects of smart cities. Linking the concept of happiness and well-being (as important indicators of social progress) with access to a wide range of public and private digital services, not only creates a system of complex interdependencies but also makes it difficult to evaluate correlations. For example, it is challenging to establish how much the social layer of the city is improved through digitalisation and the implementation of autonomous systems, or to what extent the way people live and work is transformed by digitalising and automating the city and not the other way around. Smart city projects are often assumed to have a positive social effect. This is underlined by the belief that “all that is technological is ‘good’ and might lead ‘automatically’ to the transformation and improvement of the city” [4] (p. 116). Thus, projects motivated by efficiency (e.g., reducing traffic congestion or increasing connectivity) or economic growth (e.g., creating new jobs and supporting entrepreneurship) are described as having social benefits but without explaining how they contribute to citizens’ QOL or well-being in measurable ways (cf. [10]). The lack of precision with which the term social is used reflects a lack of research about who benefits from smart cities and whose responsibility it is to advance a social agenda [11]. Note that while smart cities are intended to “work for [their] inhabitants”, little is actually known about what citizens want and need [5] (p. 667). Trencher points out that further research is needed to define and demonstrate the characteristics of citizen-centric smart cities, while acknowledging that this will vary across cultures and locations [2].

2.1.1. Social Impact Assessment

Social impact assessment (SIA) and environmental impact assessment (EIA) are well-established practices that have become standard in the planning of major development and infrastructure projects [9]. However, they do not appear to be widely adopted in the context of smart city projects [12]. Vanclay offers the following definition:

“Social impact assessment is the process of analysing (predicting, evaluating and reflecting) and managing the intended and unintended consequences on the human environment of planned interventions (policies, programs, plans, projects) and any social change processes invoked by those interventions so as to bring about a more sustainable and equitable biophysical and human environment”. [6] (p. 190)

Slootweg et al. differentiate between “change processes (being tangible, objectively verifiable and measurable processes) and impacts (as subjective, context-dependent final variables of impact studies)” [8] (p. 27) (emphasis added in italics). Similarly, Vanclay argues that “social impacts must be experienced or felt” and this may be “corporeal”, “perceptual” or “emotional” [6] (p. 201). It is not enough to measure, for example, increased cultural diversity or adoption numbers for autonomous vehicles. Rather, social impact is how those factors are experienced by the people studied. This could be, for example, through a greater sense of belonging to a city, or a greater sense of trust in service providers and technologies. Vanclay also outlines different levels of impact, from the individual to the household, organisation, specific community or society more broadly [6]. As illustrated in
Section 2.2 below, smart city indexes tend to provide quantitative data about measurable, society-level change. However, they do not provide any indication of who has been studied or the social impacts they experience.

In the context of design and urban development projects, change can be evaluated by comparing a defined scenario before, during and after an intervention. Summative evaluation assesses outcomes and impacts, while formative evaluation is integrated in the planning process and conducted throughout the project [13]. According to the OECD, outcomes are short-term changes and impacts are “positive and negative, primary and secondary long-term effects produced by a development intervention, directly or indirectly, intended or unintended” [13] (p. 24). The Design Council (UK) describes social impact as the “degree of social change” that people experience as a result of design [14] (p. 5). That social change is made evident in direct impacts, such as how design improves health or increases inequalities, as well as in the “often invisible ‘ripple effects’, like creating new relationships, sparking new ways of framing challenges, and building confidence in participants” [14] (p. 4). This illustrates that social impacts can occur outside of the immediate scope of a project, and that they can be unintended, intangible and difficult to quantify. Defining social impact also depends largely on who is asked—indicators determined by a few stakeholders cannot capture the full social impact of a project [7]. We observe that overall, there is a lack of evaluation of both social “outcomes” and “impacts” and argue that all of these approaches—subjective and objective, qualitative and quantitative, studying what is directly and indirectly linked to projects and including a variety of stakeholder perspectives—are needed to understand the effects of smart city projects on the people involved.

2.1.2. Smart City Context

Smart cities have particular qualities that influence how social impact should be conceived and assessed. Key distinctions of smart cities include: the latest urban technologies, such as sewage systems, water supply networks and mass-transit systems; ICT combined with infrastructures, architecture and everyday objects or our bodies [15,16]; economy and governance driven by innovation, creativity and entrepreneurship, enacted by smart people [17]; and a focus on urban development that enhances lives of citizens [18]. Cugurullo observes that smart cities are difficult to define in part because smart technologies change so rapidly [19]. This is, as seen in the recent shift from “automation to autonomy” with the introduction of artificial intelligence, manifested in autonomous vehicles, robots and urban management platforms [19]. Camero and Alba emphasise that the focus should not be technology itself but rather how technology supports the development of smart cities [20]. Similarly, Bakici et al. argue that the smart city “connects people, information and city elements using new technologies in order to create a sustainable, greener city, competitive and innovative commerce, and an increased life quality” [21] (p. 139). Sharifi concludes that, “while there is still no universally accepted definition, a wide consensus exists that a smart city is one that utilises ICT-enabled solutions in various socio-economic, institutional, and environmental domains to increase [ . . . ] (QOL), sustainability, and resilience and to maintain the competitive capacity of cities in an increasingly interconnected network of cities” [22] (p. 1). Other concepts describe generations of smart city development, from version 1.0, driven by technology, business and economy, to 2.0 and 3.0 driven by governments and citizens addressing social challenges, increasingly through co-creation methods [2,3]. It is challenging to delineate and assess social impact given how multi-faceted these definitions of smart cities and their stakeholders are.

2.2. Social Impact in Smart City Frameworks

Many frameworks, indexes and matrices have been developed to evaluate and compare smart cities. Sharifi creates a typology based on 34 smart city assessment tools, noting that the most common areas evaluated are: “economy, people, governance, environment, mobility, living, and data” [22] (p. 1). The shared objective of these assessment schemes “is
to evaluate the level of success in increasing QOL and sustainability of cities and to examine their success in maintaining competitive capacity” [22] (p. 2). Inconsistent terminology and indicators can make these frameworks difficult to compare. QOL and well-being relate closely to social impact and are used often and with overlapping meanings. For example, QOL is one of three pillars used by the OECD in the measurement of well-being, along with material living conditions and sustainability [23]. In everyday language, QOL is defined as “the degree to which a person or group is healthy, comfortable, and able to enjoy the activities of daily living”, which is similar to well-being as “the state of being happy, healthy, or prosperous” [24]. The use of these terms, while inconsistent, illustrates that these smart city evaluation tools do consider social impact in different forms and to varying degrees. Below, we look at how some of the most prominent frameworks take social impact into account, as well as how several address social impact in a more focused way.

2.2.1. Current Frameworks Including Social Factors

At a global level, several quantitative approaches have been developed that include the evaluation of social aspects in relation to technology: Lisbon Ranking and Digital Economy & Society Index (DESI). Lisbon Ranking is based on indicators jointly proposed by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) and the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) to investigate the smartness and sustainability of cities. This includes social factors, such as education, health, safety, housing, culture and inclusion. The Lisbon Ranking uses statistical analysis like hierarchical clustering and principal component analysis, with Eurostat as a main data source [25]. Examples of data relevant to social impact include variables of gender pay gap, voter turnout in national and EU parliamentary elections, persons employed between the ages of 20 and 64 and Gini coefficient of disposable income. DESI is a composite index that summarises relevant indicators of Europe’s digital performance and tracks the evolution of states (as opposed to cities), across five dimensions: connectivity, human capital, use of Internet, integration of digital technology and digital public services. Variables relevant to social impact are, for example, the level of internet user skills, digital public services for citizens, user centricity score of eGovernment services and the number of science and technology graduates. The results are mainly intended for national policymakers [26]. In addition, the European Commission has published the EU Regional Social Progress Index (EU-SPI), which covers categories of basic human needs, foundations of well-being and opportunities [27]. While not directly addressing smart cities, the EU-SPI’s 50 indicators are examples of how the “social” can be measured through statistical analysis of phenomena such as personal security, access to information, communication and freedom of choice. In addition, the ISO 37122:2019 standard covers indicators for smart cities and includes, for example, cultural issues such as number of book and e-book titles per 100,000 people, percentage of public recreation services that can be booked online and safety (percentage of city area covered by surveillance cameras).

Social factors are also visible to some extent in general assessment frameworks, such as Kourtit et al.’s six angles for approaching impacts in smart cities (social and human capital, competitiveness, transport and ICT, civic participation, QOL and natural resources) [28]. This is also true in Giffinger et al.’s focus areas of a smart city: smart economy (competitiveness); smart people (human and social capital); smart governance (participation); smart mobility (transport and information and communications technology (ICT)); smart environment (natural resources); and smart living (QOL) [29]. One of the most well-known tools is the Smart Cities Index, which includes characteristics (living, economy, people, governance, mobility and environment), factors and indicators (see [5]) and is used to rank cities according to level of services provided.

All of these quantitative indexes provide important information about urban development. However, while they represent social change, they do not capture social impact [6,8]. To do so, they would need to include measures for assessing how interventions are felt or experienced and by whom.
2.2.2. Social Sustainability

Measuring social impacts can be connected to the wider aim of sustainable development in smart cities. Our research links to previous findings such as the principles of social sustainability—equity, security, inclusion and adaptability—outlined in the city of Vancouver’s Social Development Plan (2005) and the framework for social sustainability assessment (see [30] (p. 10)). Another example is the Social Sustainability Assessment Framework (SSAF), originally developed for urban generation by Colantonio and Dixon [31], which could be applied to smart city contexts as well [11]. In this framework, social sustainability “concerns how individuals, communities and societies live with each other and set out to achieve the objectives of development models, which they have chosen for themselves, taking also into account the physical boundaries of their places and planet earth as a whole” [31] (p. 18). The SSAF includes ten dimensions and policy areas, including demographic change, social mixing, inclusion and cohesion [31]. More recently, the City Model Canvas (CMC) assesses value created in an economically, environmentally and socially sustainable way through smart services based on fourteen elements, such as value propositions and social benefits [32].

Even though the concept of social impact is not mentioned as such in most of these frameworks, the idea that smart cities are intended to improve QOL and well-being is clear. This is seen, for example, in Giffinger et. al.’s indicators, such as “social and ethnic plurality” as an indicator of “smart people”, and “social cohesion” as an indicator of “smart living” [29] (p. 12). For Bremer et al., when thinking of cities as a service, smart cities aim to create positive impacts using available forms of urban capital (industrial, human, social and ecological) [33]. They maintain that people should not only be considered as capital but also as the centre of smart cities (“People first”). Similarly, Trivellato argues that the focus of smart cities should be on social sustainability, where basic needs (e.g., food, housing and health) and basic values of equity and democracy (education, social inclusion and cohesion, integration) are prioritised [11].

The connection between sustainability and social issues has been recognized recently in the smart city research domain. For example, Bouzguenda et al. review the role of digital citizen participation (DCP) in advancing social sustainability and argue that DCP could significantly contribute to social sustainability [34]. Related to impact assessment, Orejon-Sanchez et al. compare technical and social indicators in smart city development and conclude that Spanish smart cities have synergies with tourism and quality of life [35]. This is evident in particular when it comes to social cohesion, urban planning, international outreach and technology implementation in urban development [35]. Research about the introduction of autonomous vehicles highlights the social implications of their adoption. It suggests that social impacts might be identifiable, for example, in shifts in attitudes on safety and shared ownership, new patterns of mobility and even land use as the need for parking lots diminishes and more space becomes available for housing and parks [36,37]. There are several further social challenges linked to the implementation of autonomous services, such as transport pods, as they would traverse different kinds of social spaces like train stations, public parks and educational institutions [38]. Evaluating both positive and negative impacts of autonomous technologies before their large-scale implementation will be crucial to the achievement of social benefits that smart technologies promise for future cities [39–41].

2.2.3. Two Challenges in Evaluating Social Impact

Smart city indexes present two main challenges when evaluating social impact. The first is that they risk oversimplifying complex phenomena. Relying on quantifiable indicators [5] or focusing on individual rather than multiple smart city projects, programmes or strategies [11] make it difficult to see the situated, contextual and qualitative nature of how people experience social impact over time. The numbers may seem clear but the associated social phenomena are not. The second risk is that when determining what is measured, competing priorities, such as “enthusiasm for the opportunities generated by
smart technologies” [11] (p. 338) or corporate goals [32], will overshadow social goals and the perspectives of certain stakeholders, in particular those who might be most affected by smart city projects. This has repercussions for city authorities and decision makers who are the primary audience for most smart city assessment tools [22]. It also affects the residents and users of smart cities who should be included in decision making processes about the future of their city [42,43].

Although we can conclude that “smartness” in cities is intended to create a positive social impact, there is a gap when it comes to evaluating this impact. Social impact assessment accounts for both positive and negative experiences of change. From the frameworks above, the lack of a unified methodology and consistent terminology for assessing social impact is apparent. Clearly defining social impact in the context of smart cities and recognising its complexity are needed in order to design impact evaluation strategies. The eight projects discussed below provide examples of how researchers and stakeholders address social impact, allowing for a more nuanced discussion of evaluation in Sections 5 and 6.

3. Methodology

To decode social impact evaluation in a smart city context, our research design takes a global approach. We selected eight projects from six countries, conducted by different types of stakeholders using a variety of methods. This ensures a greater diversity of perspectives and definitions of social goals than in the indexes reviewed above. To ensure the validity of our results and conclusions, we assessed the projects systematically using thematic analysis over the five phases described below (summarised in Figure 1). All phases were conducted by the first three authors of this paper (we refer to ourselves below as “primary researchers”) with input throughout from the other authors.

Figure 1. Phases of the analysis describing our methodological approach.
3.1. Data Identification

The eight projects studied here were originally submitted for discussion in a five-hour conference workshop, Decoding The Smart City, hosted by the primary researchers at NordiCHI 2020 [44]. This method was chosen because of the primary researchers’ backgrounds in design research. The workshop was designed to produce ideas for context-sensitive social impact evaluation strategies. It was aimed at practitioners and researchers working on smart city projects and interested in developing their capacities in social impact assessment. Participants were invited to submit position papers about their smart city projects in order to be accepted in the workshop. A total of 10 projects were submitted. The workshop consisted of three activities: (1) co-creating a definition of social impact, by mapping priorities and affinities using visual collaborative methods; (2) discussing evaluation strategies for social impact using participants’ projects; and (3) ideating scenarios with speculative future casting methods. Participants designed social impact evaluation strategies for the speculative scenarios, mapping advantages and limitations of each strategy. The scenarios were created based on three real-life case studies of smart city projects presented by guest speakers.

After the workshop, the organisers invited all participants to contribute to the collaborative study presented in this paper. This process resulted in eight projects, which provided the data for analysing how social impact is addressed in research-led smart city projects. Participants submitted an image and a 500-word description of their projects and their approach to “social” (see Appendix A). Participants were also invited to compile information in a table, based on the workshop structure and discussions. This included: project stakeholders, aims, definition of smart city, human-centred approach, connections to environmental sustainability and, where possible, methods of assessment, potential social impacts and social impact indicators (see Table 1).

The fact that the projects are based on an open call for contributions to a NordiCHI 2020 workshop likely influenced the types of projects that we were able to use as examples. However, as the workshop was held fully online, there were fewer obstacles for participation compared to face-to-face workshops held in association with a conference. As a consequence, we were able to choose projects spanning six countries and a wide range of smart city initiatives at different implementation stages and representing various forms of collaboration between research institutions and organisations.

3.2. Data Analysis

The primary researchers conducted the analysis in five phases (see Figure 1). During the first phase (familiarise), the three of us independently reviewed the project descriptions and the table to gain an overview of the approaches to human-centred smart cities and social impact.

In the second phase (code), the primary researchers met virtually and used the online platform Miro to conduct a collaborative, thematic analysis [45]. This deductive process involved coding each project based on the categories of: project aims, research questions, approaches (priorities, values, ideologies), methods, stakeholders, outcomes, evaluation strategies and indicators. The three of us used affinity diagrams to cluster the notes, compare the categories across the projects and identify recurring themes. Throughout, we worked independently and together to write up findings based on the thematic analysis. We met frequently and discussed topics related to the possible social changes, impacts and indicators of each project.

In the third phase (categorise), the primary researchers identified three different categories of projects based on common methods, priorities and uses of technology: living labs, city–public interfaces and forecasting (see Table 1). The latter category focuses on prediction of social impacts, whereas the first two include projects that are in progress or have been completed. These categories are used to organise the projects in Table 1.

In the fourth phase (compare), new questions emerged from the discussion of the affinity diagrams and a comparison of the projects. The primary researchers grouped these
questions under the three overarching topics structuring the analysis (Section 4 below): approaches to smart city research; how “the social” is addressed; and how social impact is assessed (approaches to evaluation). The three of us noted that because many of the projects were ongoing, they involved formative methods of assessment (evaluating and refining work in progress). Furthermore, many had no formal plans to assess social impact, meaning that some projects had no information in the table under “social impact indicators” or “potential social impacts”. To address this, the primary authors proposed “potential” social impacts and indicators where none were identified (see Table 1). They are speculative and intended for discussion only—we recognize that social impacts and indicators are ideally established in consultation with stakeholders [46]. However, by imagining possible social impacts and how they could be identified, all of the authors were able to point to gaps in the evaluation of the eight projects and in existing evaluation frameworks (Section 2 above).

In phase five (review), the primary authors analysed the themes and gaps that emerged in phases two and three. This enabled the three of us to identify a range of approaches to social impact and to develop recommendations and criteria for future social impact assessment (see Sections 5 and 6 Discussion and Conclusions). Throughout the five phases, all authors provided feedback on the analysis through shared drafts.

3.3. Data Summary

Table 1 summarises the eight projects analysed in terms of how they approach smart city research, how they address “the social”, and how they assess social impact. Projects are labelled A–H and their full descriptions and images are provided in Appendix A.

4. Findings

4.1. Approaches to Smart City Research

All of the projects are linked to research institutions, meaning that they are largely done in support of understanding and contributing to smart cities from an academic perspective. At the same time, the majority were conducted in partnership with municipalities, and involved citizens and local businesses in the development of new products, services and systems (see stakeholders in Table 1). While these projects may differ from those initiated solely by government or private sector organisations, they play an important role in smart city innovation. They approach social concerns in ways that have the potential to influence other aspects of smart city development. They highlight gaps in the frameworks discussed above (Section 2) and lead us to propose criteria for social impact evaluation in smart cities.

The projects represent a diverse selection of current projects from around the world (Australia, Austria, Finland, Ireland, Sweden, the USA), at different phases of development (conceptual, completed or ongoing), with various aims tied to smart technology. Through the analysis, three broad categories of projects emerged based on common priorities and social goals, project structures, methods and use of technology: living labs, city–public interfaces and forecasting.

4.1.1. Living Labs (Projects A–C)

Living labs bring together diverse stakeholders, including citizens, private and public sector organisations, to further research and innovation in real-life settings [47]. These three projects emphasise inclusive, human-centred design, collaborative processes and prototyping in the development of smart city systems concerned with sustainability. The third project is not identified as a living lab, but shares similarities in its iterative, co-design approach with multiple stakeholders.

4.1.2. City–Public Interfaces (Projects D–F)

The projects in this group examine how citizen engagement with smart city services and data can be increased through different interfaces with the public. The first looks at the role of front-line city employees in facilitating citizen participation in smart city initiatives. The second two focus on the role of digital tools (dashboards) in making city data more
accessible or more representative of diverse citizen perspectives. These projects emphasise openness, access, inclusion and relevance to users.

4.1.3. Forecasting (Projects G–H)

The projects in this group use speculation, simulation and foresight methods to anticipate future social impact in smart cities. The two projects stress human-centred decision making in urban planning and address complex relationships between well-being, the built environment and natural ecosystems.

4.2. How “Social” Is Addressed—Perspectives from Smart City Projects

Within the eight projects, we identified four common perspectives that offer insights into how social impact is construed in current smart city initiatives.

4.2.1. Human- and Eco-Centred

The projects emphasise social impact by placing human, organisational and natural stakeholders at the centre. Their foci can be categorised in two ways. Some are human-centred: they engage minorities or groups that are difficult to reach with traditional methods (C), raise awareness of the needs of marginalised or overlooked groups (D, F, G) or employ human-centred design (E) and community engagement during planning (A, B). Some demonstrate eco-centric approaches: they foster collaboration in urban sustainability development (C), tackle waste management (A) and propose ways of thinking about sustainable smart cities in the future (H). Their relationships to technology vary: some describe current societal changes using smart technology (G), some make an intervention with technology to have an impact on society (B, C), some analyse the impact when smart technology is implemented (E, F), while others frame new relationships with technology (H). Unlike many of the frameworks outlined in Section 2.2, the projects do not assume that social impact is an implicit benefit of smart cities, but rather something that needs to be co-determined with a variety of actors. Thus, the focus of the projects is on citizens’ and other stakeholders’ needs rather than technological solutions, and on user engagement during research and project development, rather than on demonstrating that final products have spin-off social impacts. In these ways, they present alternatives to a technology-before-people approach in smart city projects [11].

4.2.2. Inclusion, Participation and Empowerment

Projects recognise a multiplicity of actors and complexity of relationships, emphasising inclusion, participation and empowerment. Different scales and hierarchies of stakeholders, from individuals and households to communities, companies, academic and government organisations, reveal various understandings of smart city project objectives (C, D) and potentially of social impact. The projects provide specific, concrete examples of citizen needs and opinions that may run counter to policy and planning objectives, and which are not accounted for in assessment schemes that rely on broad categories of indicators. This points to the limitations of smart city indexes and quantitative assessments that do not represent a diversity of perspectives, or ‘levels’ as outlined by Vanclay [6].

4.2.3. New Roles for Citizens and Their Data

New voices and new information about citizen values and behaviours are integrated into the projects through innovative methods and spaces of engagement (e.g., coffee probes and living labs in A, B) and representation (e.g., social media scanning in F). Smart city technologies are being used to amplify citizen issues. In three cases, this is accomplished through platforms, specifically dashboards, that add public debates to planning processes or allow citizens to engage with smart city services and data in new ways (C, E, F). In one case (G) the digitisation and modelling of historical and ethnographic data make visible the future challenges of residents in affordable housing. To address power imbalances within smart city planning, the projects explore new stakeholder roles. In one case, the role of
citizens shifts from passive to active (B). Two cases look at giving voice to citizen concerns, rather than setting direction from the top down (F, G), while another examines the role of city employees as facilitators between citizens and institutions (D). Multiple projects propose collaborative methods and other channels to bring together citizens with decision makers and planners (e.g., A, B, D, E). Goals include increasing openness, trust and adding value for all stakeholders (A, C). The more active presence of citizens suggests that new methods to evaluate social impact are needed to reflect citizen priorities, as well as the social impact of participatory design and inclusion in planning processes. Evaluation with the goal of being responsive and accountable to citizens could involve methods, indicators and modes of communication that differ from existing evaluations for government reporting. As suggested by Paskaleva et al., impact evaluation frameworks should be co-produced with relevant stakeholders [3].

4.2.4. Connections between Impact, Social and Environmental Sustainability

The projects propose new relationships between sustainability and social impact. The project researchers argue that the role of people must be emphasised in order to meet sustainability goals (B, C). One frames sustainability as inseparable from inclusivity (B) while another focuses on long-term social sustainability through community resiliency (G). A human-centred design approach aims to increase participation in planning and using sustainable services to shift stakeholders towards more sustainable behaviours (C). Future forecasting and backcasting emerge as two approaches to imagining sustainable smart cities (B, H). The SuMin project uses envisionment to inform current technology development (B), while the Greensight project expands the social realm to consider the role of non-humans in urban life (H). The latter positions cities as integrated within natural systems and looks to a future where green bio-economy resources are as foundational to the development of cities as new technologies are today.

These connections between impact and environmental and social sustainability are in line with the findings of Timeus et al. [32] and Beretta [4], suggesting the need for assessment methods that make this dynamic visible and account for human and non-human actors, as well as local contexts. A better understanding of social impacts would help to identify connections between social and sustainable development. This will become increasingly important for cities aiming at carbon-neutrality and supports the Do No Significant Harm principle (DNSH), part of the EU-led Recovery and Resilience Facility Regulation that defines assessment of environmental impact [48]. At the same time, evaluating environmental and social impacts requires a wide range of expertise, and combining them is challenging [14]. Furthermore, the relationship between environmental and social impacts highlights the larger influences on smart city projects. They cannot be considered in isolation. Evaluation should therefore be undertaken in relation to city strategies and other smart city initiatives [11], and broader policy and environmental contexts.

4.3. How “Social” Is Assessed—Approaches to Evaluation in Smart City Projects

The projects present a rich and diverse set of approaches to the “social” in smart cities. Analysis of Table 1 reveals the complexity of assessing the different forms of social impact they represent. Even though there appears to be some variance in how the projects interpret aims, indicators and methods of assessment, the overlap between the projects suggests that social impact is understood in a similar way. In the projects, social impact can be described as the effect that each project has on specific stakeholders, particularly regarding community and often in relation to the natural environment. Nevertheless, what is being evaluated varies, whether it is the social impact of the process and/or outcomes, or the wider impact of a project or strategy.

4.3.1. Evaluating Design and Development Processes

The projects do not involve formal evaluation, that is, the comparison of value created over time by an intervention in a defined context. However, several projects (C, E, F) feature
development processes as methods of evaluation in themselves (e.g., iteration, co-design, prototyping and usability testing). In other words, formative evaluation took place as they assessed activities and validated prototypes against project goals and participants’ priorities to improve and sometimes reorient projects. To formalise this, indicators may be needed to evaluate project development itself. For example, two projects (A, B) use the living lab principles of openness, empowerment of users and realism to assess their process. This is interesting in the context of Gibson’s critique that in the built environment, the tendency has been to evaluate end-performance rather than processes [49], or Letaifa’s observation that the main focus of smart city evaluations has been on technological development and not on the improved service [50]. The future-oriented projects point to the need for indicators that assess policy and priority setting in scenarios that are still unknown, based on a balance between ecological and social sustainability (H) or between the current and future needs of tenants and property developers (G). Most of the projects are ongoing or recently completed, and there is no discussion of summative evaluation or the documentation of long-term impacts. This indicates that formal impact evaluation may not be common practice.

4.3.2. Qualitative Indicators and the Tensions between Strategic Goals, Project Outcomes and Impacts

The choice of indicators in the projects raises questions. Several kinds of qualitative indicators are used: behavioural change and emotional attachment (C), for example, relate to social and cultural change. Others, like functionality and liveability (D) relate to more practical aspects of everyday life. The projects illustrate the challenges of translating high-level, strategic goals into measurable, project-level indicators. Strategic goals tend to use language that is relevant to projects (e.g., “trust and collaboration” (C) and “healthy and sustainable urban development” (H)), but which is too abstract and unsuitable to the practice of evaluation. Goals (sometimes understood as indicators) of this type set vague and unrealistic expectations, especially for small-scale projects without the resources to assess them. Indicators need to be adapted to project scope with appropriate scales (e.g., “usability” (E) can be assessed with concrete, measurable indicators while “democracy and freedom of expression” (D) are more difficult to measure, or require a larger set of indicators). The confusion between indicators for measuring strategic goals and those for assessing project outcomes and impacts, together with the “misalignment of objectives from a range of stakeholders” (C), increases the difficulty for practitioners to conduct evaluations. Rather than trying to evaluate projects using predetermined, strategy-level indicators, researchers could establish whether those indicators are relevant at the beginning of a project. They could then develop tailored indicators that reflect stakeholder priorities and are realistic given the context and resources available for evaluation.

4.3.3. Quantitative Indicators and Inadequate Representation of Social Impacts

The projects show the difficulties caused when indicators are created by interpreting strategic goals and other indicators. In some of the projects, strategic goals are broken down into quantitative indicators but the rationale is not always clear. For example, noise, pollution and traffic reduction are used to represent improved QOL (B); number of media posts are used to represent augmented community engagement (F); and amount of time saved is used to represent functionality (D). Another approach is to transform one qualitative indicator into another, easier-to-grasp, but reduced qualitative indicator. Openness (A) and empowerment (A, C), for example, are reframed as diversity of participants and possibility to choose. A consequence of this interpretation process is that social impacts are not adequately represented through the quantitative indicators or they are oversimplified.

5. Discussion

Smart cities are characterised by high levels of complexity, social diversity and contextual uncertainty. As others have shown, it is difficult to capture this complexity in evaluations [4,5,11,51]. The existing smart city frameworks that we reviewed rely on quan-
titative indexes to represent social change, but do not capture social impact. The eight projects analysed reveal common perspectives and novel approaches to understanding social impact, but they also illustrate their own challenges with evaluation.

5.1. A Definition of Social Impact in Smart Cities

While social impact is generally understood as important, its evaluation lacks consistent and coherent definitions, measurements and methods. Drawing from other fields [6,13,14], we offer the following definition: “Social impact in smart cities refers to experiences of social change as a direct or indirect result of smart city projects”.

5.2. Opportunities for Evaluating Social Impact in Smart Cities

Based on our analysis, we outline the following areas of opportunity for evaluating social impact. Our projects show that a mix of qualitative and quantitative methods is necessary in human- and eco-centred smart city design. The projects present innovative, often open-ended and co-creative research methods that reach new audiences and lead to more inclusive planning processes. These methods generate rich, context-specific data that are difficult to quantify or evaluate using indicators derived from higher-level strategies. More qualitative methods are therefore needed to help build narratives of change and to understand impacts before, during and after smart city projects. This corroborates previous findings by Gupta et al. highlighting the risk of oversimplifying complex phenomena when using quantifiable indicators [5], and by Slootweg et al. and Vanclay who point out that social impact must be experienced and felt [6,8].

Appropriate methods and indicators can help to discern when impacts are attributable to individual projects, broader city strategies or other factors altogether. Leaving responsibility for acknowledging social impact up to each project can be an advantage, but it also decreases reliability of evaluation and highlights the importance of acknowledging that “stakeholders may superimpose their own meanings on top of knowledge for their own agenda and benefit” [32] (p. 876). A lack of rigorous assessment methods or consensus on what constitutes social impact in smart city projects leaves strategic goals open to interpretation by practitioners who, together with pressure “to transform tacit, working knowledge into explicit, measurable (downloadable) factors of organisational performance and then further reduce it to KPIs” [52] (p. 881), allows for biases and performativity in organisations.

Although it may seem obvious, social impact evaluation must prioritise human over technological and corporate goals [11,32]. By doing this, it can help to make visible the variety of stakeholders and experiences of smart city projects. Moreover, by assessing evaluation results in the wider context of city strategies and related smart city projects, further relationships can be revealed, for example, between sustainability and social impact [4,11]. In turn, this will challenge assumptions that smart city technologies automatically improve QOL. As noted earlier, social impact in smart cities may be negative or positive. Recent research has highlighted the tensions between fear and adoption of AI technology and autonomous vehicles [39], and factors contributing to AI anxiety [40]. These kinds of considerations must be taken into account in future development, implementation and impact assessment of citizen-centred, smart city projects.

5.3. Criteria for Social Impact Evaluation in Smart Cities

In summary, we propose the following criteria for social impact evaluation in the context of smart cities. There is a need for social impact evaluation that:

- Recognises the diversity of stakeholders (human and non-human) and power dynamics involved, paying special attention to those mediated through technology and those represented by government and corporate interests.
- Accounts for different understandings and experiences of social impact beyond existing smart city indicators and strategic priorities.
• Is explicit about how “social” is defined in smart city initiatives and how its impacts can be observed.
• Makes apparent the links between social and environmental sustainability.
• Assesses project development processes and their values (e.g., community engagement, inclusion, living lab principles).
• Accounts for complexity, including the relationships between local and wider project contexts (e.g., city strategies, regional ecosystems).
• Is focused, measurable and appropriate to the scale of the project and to the resources and capacity of the evaluators.
• Uses qualitative and quantitative measures when relevant, rather than trying to adapt strategic goals, reporting requirements and broad smart city frameworks to individual projects.
• Reports on impact in ways that are meaningful to stakeholders beyond governments, funders and other decision makers.

5.4. Approaches to Social Impact in Smart City Projects

While this article is concerned with the evaluation of social impact in smart cities, we also observed that social impact is not always the primary aim of smart city projects. Bringing together the eight projects and the literature reviewed, we observe the following range of approaches in which social impact is:
• Absent. Social impact is not considered in the project or evaluation.
• Part of the aims but not the evaluation. Social impact is part of general project aims, but there are no social impact indicators or evaluation.
• Part of the aims and part of the evaluation. Social impact is part of general project aims, and social impact indicators and evaluation methods are used for some aspects.
• A natural part of the evaluation. Social impact is evaluated for all aspects no matter what the project aims are.
• The main aim of the project or process and the evaluation. Social impact is the main goal of the entire project (i.e., over technological, economic, environmental aims).

By categorising projects in this way, researchers and practitioners may find it easier to identify similar projects, and to consider if social impact could play a larger role in their work. As suggested, a more holistic evaluation that moves beyond the outcomes of an individual project or process evaluation could be beneficial, whether through a comparison with other smart city projects or strategies, or even between the different levels of evaluation outlined above.

6. Conclusions

Drawing on the previous literature, this article highlights the importance of evaluating social impacts of smart city technologies and services. New initiatives like the implementation of autonomous mobility systems have social implications that may influence their long-term success and adoption. Based on a review of existing smart city evaluation frameworks and an analysis of eight research-led, smart city projects, we argue that in order to evaluate social impact, the concept needs to be more clearly understood in the smart city context. Our discussion of evaluation frameworks (Section 2) draws primarily on indexes designed for the high-level (global) comparison of smart cities. We found little in-depth analysis of social impact in specific smart city projects.

However, the eight projects we analysed provide concrete examples of socially-driven smart city research and initiatives across six countries. We identified four common approaches with projects that: focus on human- and/or eco-centred work; prioritise inclusion, participation and empowerment; identify new roles for citizens and their data; and make connections between impact, social and environmental sustainability. Furthermore, we observed three themes related to assessing the social: the importance of formative evaluation and using design and development processes to evaluate smart city projects as they unfold; the challenges of creating appropriate qualitative indicators in the face of higher-
level strategic goals and confusion between outcomes and impacts; and the inadequacy of quantitative indicators in the representation of social impacts. Based on our analysis of the indexes and the projects, we offer a definition of social impact in smart cities and outline five ways that social impact is approached in smart city projects. We also propose nine criteria for the evaluation of social impact that reflect the diversity of contexts, stakeholders, and qualitative and quantitative methods used in smart city projects.

We recognise several limitations and areas for further research based on this article. The first regards the selection of projects. The eight projects share an emphasis on social impact, but they are also quite varied. A more productive comparison might be achieved with projects that fall within one of the five approaches outlined above (Section 5.4) or which focus on a shared goal (e.g., affordable housing). Furthermore, we have concentrated on projects led by research institutions with support from the public sector. Most projects were undertaken in collaboration with municipalities, businesses and citizens and many go beyond prototypes to completed products, services and systems. They may represent more experimental, theoretical and research-driven approaches than projects led by the private or public sector. While the selected projects illustrate specific kinds of smart city projects, their innovative approaches to the “social” point to gaps in mainstream smart city indexes and they could have wider influence for smart city development. Future research could compare examples from the private sector to examine how indicators, evaluation methods and views of social impact differ in market-led smart city initiatives and thereby assess the generalisability of our results. Another way to advance this research would be learning from social impact assessment in other domains, such as industrial and environmental contexts, social innovation, business and development studies. Policymakers, public agencies and funders could also support this research by including the evaluation of social impact in their selection criteria and reporting requirements.

To conclude, human- and eco-centric smart city projects can engage diverse stakeholders and produce social impacts that are not accounted for in current smart city evaluation frameworks. More holistic approaches are required to assess social impact in smart city contexts. Coherent and consistent methods that balance open-ended assessment of individual projects with the need to situate those projects in relation to city strategies, funding priorities and smart city indices, are key challenges for evaluating social impact.
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Appendix A

A—Solid Waste Management, Finland
B—SuMIn—Sustainability Means Inclusivity, Sweden
C—SimpliCITY, Austria & Sweden
D—Smart Kalasatama and the Oodi Central Library, Finland
E—The Building City Dashboards (BCD) Project, Ireland
F—Citizen Voices in Cities Dashboard, Australia
G—Roosevelt Island’s Digital Twin for Social Impact, USA
H—Greensight: Scale-Up Perspectives in Urban Green for Human Centred and Liveable Urban Cores, Finland

Appendix A.1. Project A: Solid Waste Management, Finland

Solid waste management has for some time been a topic of interest in smart cities. Early solutions have focused on wide-scale deployment of technology to support municipal waste collection, such as installing sensors onto bins for smarter scheduling of waste collection. However, further improvements to make waste handling more efficient are possible when looking at how waste is sorted and recycled in homes and offices. This project describes the piloting of a living lab approach to improve recycling practices in a city in Finland. It has already been partially implemented, but full implementation and testing of proposals, as well as opportunities to scale up this project, have been limited due to COVID-19. In this case, the focus of the living lab was the university campus with a goal to understand how to improve recycling by staff and students.

An essential element was to trial an approach for understanding how to achieve openness, empowerment of users and realism, which are the key principles of living labs. This took the form of a framework that mapped living lab principles to co-design stages. This first step identified when it is essential to plan activities in order to maximise the potential to achieve those aims. These principles are one way in which the living lab concept is distinguished from other user-centred and co-innovation methods. When it comes to implementing a living lab approach, it is sometimes unclear how to put these principles into practice; however, achieving these is one possible way to demonstrate social impact. Being open means that a diversity of people are invited to co-design solutions to improve the inclusivity of results, and to ensure that the co-design process is open to all ideas and perspectives. Empowering users means that the people involved can exercise choice in the innovation of solutions, and that they have the possibility to see their ideas become concrete outcomes. Realism means creating genuine solutions that people will utilise and that benefit the wider society.

The university living lab employed a range of methods, including surveys and interviews, to obtain a diversity of viewpoints that were then included in a co-design workshop that took place on campus, among staff and students as well as project researchers (see Figure A1). This process produced evidence of the three living lab principles. (1) Openness: especially through the widening of participation through surveys of the entire university both before and after the face-to-face co-design to solicit feedback on proposed ideas. (2) Empowerment of users who exercised their choice to create a variety of solution types, some of which were technology-based, while others focused on raising awareness, or changing or adapting existing systems without the need for technology. This conforms to previous findings that when citizens are empowered they do not always see the value in technology-driven solutions, instead the “smartness” may lie in the capacity of the public to understand and frame the solutions that have the most impact for them [53]. (3) Realism, as while it was not possible to trial solutions due to COVID-19, they could realistically have been trialled in other circumstances.
Appendix A.2. Project B: SuMIn—Sustainability Means Inclusivity, Sweden

SuMIn (Sustainability Means Inclusivity: engaging citizens in early-stage smart city development) is an ongoing interdisciplinary research project where we—a team of ethnographers, engineers and designers—work towards improving the long-term adoption of smart city solutions by focusing on inclusivity and citizen engagement (SuMIn, n.d.). The project revolves around an existing smart city testbed in Norrköping, Sweden, comprising a 1 km length of road (Kungsgatan) in a busy area of the city where a variety of static and mobile sensors are placed to gather environmental data during 2019–2021.

When technology becomes the starting point in designing smart cities, there is a tendency to see citizens as standardised and passive inhabitants who will adopt (or not) smart city concepts proposed by actors on the higher levels of power hierarchies. Instead, we argue for engaging citizens in shaping these concepts as active participants in early-stage development so that concepts are co-determined as they emerge. This can be beneficial for assessment of social impact, as it addresses the question of what and why IoT technologies should be enabled in urban space, and for whom, early in the process.

Grounded in this approach, the project started with a pilot workshop with citizens in the third quarter of 2019 on identifying negative and positive things in Kungsgatan. Then, a kick-off workshop was planned to launch a living lab in the second quarter of 2020. However, we had to cancel this due to the pandemic. Instead, we prepared and distributed cultural probes—thirty of them with in-person visits to shop owners—to elicit future visions remotely. The probes contained a package of coffee and instructions on coffee fortune-telling. Citizens were expected to use this traditional and playful way of speculating on possible futures to do the tasks included in the probes: to interview a future inhabitant and to draw the map of future Kungsgatan. The probes acted as artefacts that
helped us establish a deeper contact with citizens over time, recruit participants for the living lab, and get inspiration for upcoming design activities [54].

Then, a series of living lab sessions (one physical and four online) focusing on UN Agenda 2030 Sustainable Development Goals was planned and conducted by a group of students as part of their master’s course on socio-technical intervention (see Figure A2). Overall, these hosted five external participants and three project affiliates. The citizens explored possible futures for a smart and sustainable Kungsgatan together with researchers and municipal actors. Despite the challenges of remote collaboration, the sessions yielded generative visions and design directions for selected spots on Kungsgatan, which were presented to representatives of the municipality in a feedback panel. The research team then used these future visions in a backcasting process [55] to prepare the briefs for prototyping data-driven public services based on the current testbed technology. The concluding phase of the project aimed to evaluate the prototypes with a diverse group of citizens and engage them further in smart city development through co-creation activities.

Figure A2. Project B: Kungsgatan 2030 visions by Dong Wang, Malin Müller, Matilda Wallén, Mina Mani and Solith af Malmborg—MSc Design students at Linköping University.

Appendix A.3. Project C: SimpliCITY, Austria & Sweden

Sustainable mobility and consumption initiatives face challenges in scaling up and often remain trapped in the middle of the innovation cycle. A misalignment of objectives among a range of stakeholders is one reason for this result. Service providers lack the knowledge to motivate users to change their behaviour. Citizens, on the other hand, make decisions based on ease of use and service availability. City administrators face a lack of resources and difficulty in maintaining smart city initiatives up-to-date, beyond project end. The SimpliCITY project sought to bridge this gap by involving multiple stakeholders in a co-design process for urban sustainability. Following co-creation activities in Salzburg and Uppsala, two instances of an urban platform were developed and released publicly for the two cities. The platforms aggregate local sustainability services, engage citizens and empower changes related to mobility and consumption. A first pilot phase was successfully implemented in the last quarter of 2020, with a second following in the second and third quarter of 2021.

The project frames the “smart city” as a balanced concept, comprising sustainability, technological innovation, a human-centred approach and a consideration for economic value. While sustainability has been a key focus of smart city strategies in both Salzburg and Uppsala, the human-centred aspect was not substantially integrated in previous initiatives.

The social impact of the project includes three pillars: platform, behaviour and co-design process (see Figure A3). The development and integration of the digital platform aimed to add value for the different stakeholders. This goal was linked to identified needs
such as the optimisation of digital tools (city administration), increased visibility (services) and easy access to local offers (citizens). After the first pilot phase, this was evaluated through platform data referring to usage, and questionnaires measuring user experience, usability and satisfaction. The first pilot was also evaluated iteratively, throughout the design process. Behaviour addresses the question of how and whose behaviour has changed as a result of the project. This includes citizen behaviour related to mobility and consumption, or uptake of local sustainability services. We also investigated whether the city administrators and service providers have changed their approaches with respect to their strategy or services. Another aspect is how community attachment may have changed as a result of localised campaigns or city tours. Quantitative data related to user behaviour change has already been collected throughout pilot 1, through platform data and self-reported questionnaires. Qualitative aspects are further integrated in pilot 2, for example as semi-structured interviews and urban probing.

Figure A3. Project C: Features of SimpliCITY platform and social impact.

Our approach to co-designing the process followed a participatory design process, whereby we constantly integrated stakeholder feedback [56]. The unintended learnings from the project add a missing dimension about how stakeholders value what they learned through the project. For example, building trust, increased collaboration and better understanding of smart city goals are addressed at the end of the second pilot. All evaluation activities are carried out by the project leaders. The results should benefit all partners in future work, but are especially intended to support the two cities in their smart city and citizen engagement agendas.

Appendix A.4. Project D: Smart Kalasatama and the Oodi Central Library, Finland

This study analyses the efforts of the City of Helsinki to become “The most functional city in the world” [57]. For Helsinki, functionality stands for liveability based on “equality, non-discrimination, strong social cohesion and open, inclusive ways of operating”, which makes the city “safe and pleasant, smooth, easy and caring” [57] (p. 3). These goals highlight the need to promote smart city initiatives with high social impact and call for practices that engage citizens in smart city development. We explore how city employees encourage participation of citizens in smart city initiatives to better understand their role as facilitators of smart city development in everyday urban life, which is an under-researched area in the smart city literature (cf. [58]).
We focus on two initiatives: Smart Kalasatama, which is Helsinki’s showcase of sustainable urban living and Oodi, the Helsinki Central Library, whose opening celebrates the centenary of Finland’s independence. We study how city employees act as intermediaries in the initiatives and facilitate the development of a smart city. Our data include interviews of both city employees and other stakeholders, field notes from meetings, workshops and public talks as well as documents, studies and media reports about the initiatives.

Smart Kalasatama is a central smart city initiative, a testbed neighbourhood for companies that want to experiment with smart solutions for sustainable urban living. In Smart Kalasatama, development efforts focus on three areas of smartness—energy, mobility and living—with an overall aim of promoting smart economy. Our analysis focuses on the activities of the experimentation programme organised by the city’s innovation company, Forum Virium Helsinki, which relies on the co-creation of smart services through collaboration between companies, residents, the city administration and academia. Forum Virium Helsinki employees act as facilitators in the programme, and have developed participation methods to engage residents in experiments with smart solutions.

Oodi not only advances reading culture, literacy skills and lifelong learning, but also promotes active citizenship, democracy and freedom of expression, following the objectives of the Finnish Library Act from 2017. The development of the services, spaces and contents of the future library engaged citizens through various participatory initiatives (see [59]). The personnel of Oodi are committed to promoting social and ethnic plurality, creativity, open-mindedness and participation in public life; they contribute to the development of the functional city by advancing learning and by facilitating the engagement of everyone as smart people.

Our study shows that both librarians and Forum Virium Helsinki facilitators strive to provide opportunities for participation, bring different actors together and negotiate between them, as well as adapt technologies and services for different needs. Their grassroots work with residents and other stakeholders targets the ambitious goals of the city through various actions, such as opening up city venues to the public and expanding the digital reach of the library services. However, activities focused on improving citizen engagement in smart city initiatives do not guarantee the improvement of social inclusion (cf. [60]). While Helsinki pursues inclusion strategies, there is no systematic measurement of how initiatives contribute to reaching the city’s goals. As smart city initiatives focus on particular topics and districts in the city, it remains to be seen whether their social impacts diffuse to other areas of Helsinki.

Appendix A.5. Project E: The Building City Dashboards (BCD) Project, Ireland

City dashboards are a common tool of urban management and governance, used by various administrations to monitor key performance indicators (KPIs), report on urban services and communicate the impact of policy administration changes. Creating city dashboards is challenging due to data visualisation, interaction, analytics and modelling problems. As such, city dashboards are often designed as data portals that perform specific, pre-set functions with little thought given to the effects of functionality, usability or user experience on social impact [61]. To address this lacuna, the BCD project (http://dashboards.maynoothuniversity.ie/ (accessed on 21 March 2023)) worked alongside local and regional authorities and government departments in the Republic of Ireland to provide a public-facing, open-data-driven smart city dashboard. By using two cities as living labs, the project was to deliver social impact in two ways: first, by aiding cities to become better informed and more effective in decision-making and planning through visual analytics, data analytics and new multimedia tools; and secondly, by improving data management, data practices and data literacy within stakeholder organisations (see Figure A4). The project’s working partnerships facilitated this process by working closely with Dublin City Council, Fingal County Council, Cork City Council and Cork County Council, as well as Dublinked, Ordnance Survey Ireland and the Central Statistics Office, who each supplied access to data and systems, in-kind staff expertise and public exhibition spaces.
While acknowledging city dashboard users’ diversity, qualitative research was undertaken to identify and develop design ideas that addressed different user requirements and cognitive styles. Our study identified two complementary approaches (see Figure A4). The first was to engage with information visualisations, GIS and web design literature in order to establish guidelines on best practices [62]. The second involved the creation of three personas (Josh, Jane and Geoff), each representing a potential type of user (“novice”, “end-user” and “advanced user”) defined along two axes—experience (casual to professional) and domain knowledge (simple to complex) [63]. By following this approach, the project sought to enhance the citizens’ QOL and the local conditions for business, and to contribute to creating scientifically informed citizens who can meaningfully engage with data and technology. Following a human-centred approach to smart city systems ensured that the implemented procedures were designed with citizens and urban management in mind. Thus, emergent urban management interventions could provide practical applications for multiple users throughout modern cities.

![Figure A4. Project E: The BCD approach to city dashboard human-centred design.](image)

When re-examining existing approaches to dashboard creation, BCD sought to be mindful of Josh, Jane and Geoff, their respective user profiles and the balance between visual complexity and contextual information as well as explanation versus exploration. By expanding the standard thematic organisation of information, BCD sought to structure new dashboard designs around four core information architectures—themes (data visualisations organised by focus); stories (simple data visualisations with accompanying explanatory text); tasks (for more complex and comparative data visualisations); and tools (additional data analytics functions beyond data visualisation and access to the underlying data). Once a complete design cycle had taken place, the dashboard was subject to another round of open evaluation by the public and industry-focused users. Therefore, throughout the project’s lifespan, user feedback was gathered to measure the impact of any dashboard feature or design changes and improve the user’s overall holistic experience with dashboard systems. Ultimately, the project provided two fully functional dashboards for Cork and Dublin’s cities, with utility and meaning as an underlying philosophy for their creation (see https://dashboards.maynoothuniversity.ie/portfolios/dublin-cork-dashboards/ (accessed on 21 March 2023)). All things considered, if city dashboards are to provide long-term social impact within the smart city domain, they require constant updating and maintaining to sustain their relevance for communicating actionable data to the urban territories they represent.
Appendix A.6. Project F: Citizen Voices in Cities Dashboard, Australia

The CiViC (Citizen Voices in Cities) dashboard was developed at the University of Sydney in collaboration with two Australian local government authorities, one based in the greater Sydney area and the other in the greater Brisbane region. The project was implemented as a proof-of-concept prototype. The objective was to augment existing community engagement activities, which form an essential component of all new city development in Australia, not just smart city development. As such, the project proposed smarter ways of using existing data to capture citizens’ voices, rather than driving top-down, technological smart city solutions.

To that end, the social impact goals of the project included: (1) capturing the voices of people from demographic groups that are difficult to reach through traditional community engagement activities, such as young people, parents of young children and people working in full-time job; and (2) feeding debates happening on social media into city planning processes. As such, these goals contribute to the “smart governance” domain of smart cities initiatives, which is concerned with “using CS/IT to improve democratic processes and public services (e-government) and to support and facilitate better planning and decision making” [20] (p. 86). The project aimed to achieve these goals through providing city authorities with a dashboard that mines social media posts and offers a number of search features and aggregated visualisations.

We aimed for the dashboard to be a useful tool for both understanding current issues in local communities and assessing the long-term impact of development projects. To demonstrate the efficacy of this approach, we developed the CiViC dashboard as a proof-of-concept web platform built on a continuously updated database of online data and offering different visualisations to explore this data (see Figure A5). Data (“reactions”) was collected from Twitter, and analysed using sentiment analysis and clustering [64].

![Figure A5. Project F: CiViC dashboard visualisation of 13,798 data points clustered according to four key-words, alongside a list of reactions that make up the individual data points.](image)

We carried out an initial assessment of the perceived usefulness of the dashboard through a focus group with representatives from the participating local government authorities. The focus group participants positively commented on the value that the dashboard would be able to provide as it offers them access to data in a form that is currently not readily available. One of the challenges that might need to be overcome for supporting the
long-term adoption of the dashboard in practice, is its integration with other existing tools that are already used by local government authorities, such as place management tools.

Whether the dashboard would indeed allow for a greater representation of all demographic groups and their voices in a city planning process remains to be tested in a long-term deployment study. While we have not begun with the assessment of the long-term impact yet, this may involve collecting quantitative and qualitative data using the smart engagement framework [65]. The hypothesis is that the data available through the CiViC dashboard would complement other engagement data, ideally leading to a more holistic picture of current issues and the perceived long-term impact of development projects.

Appendix A.7. Project G: Roosevelt Island’s Digital Twin for Social Impact, USA

The Roosevelt Island’s Digital Twin combines a 3D model (buildings, roads, parks, etc.), with socio-economic data and demographic information. It is a virtual representation of the built environment with layers of data and analysis that can be added to physical visualisations. While the common use of digital twins is to represent the built environment, the unique contribution of this work is the emphasis on the less visible, social aspects of urban life, such as inequality and community resiliency.

One example of using the Digital Twin to achieve social impact is a microsimulation for predicting the social effects of privatisation processes on the island. Unlike urban renewal projects that necessarily draw public attention as the demolition of buildings rips through the urban fabric [66,67], privatisation occurs quietly and behind closed doors. To situate this larger phenomenon in a specific context, Roosevelt Island Digital Twin traces the development of affordable housing on the island in the 1970s and the current privatisation process, and offers a plausible prediction for the future. It follows the conversion from affordable to market-rate units and predicts the expected demographic changes each year between 1976–2070. The digital twin gives shape to this quite gentrifying force and predicts its future outcomes in a visual way that helps share the knowledge with wider audiences.

To tackle the challenges of digitising social phenomena with sensitivity to ethical issues and nuances our simulation is based on preliminary historical and ethnographic research and on several data sources such as the American Community Survey, the island’s masterplan and the privatisation agreements. Through this simulation, we were able to empirically describe, analyse, and predict a scenario of demographic change on the island (see Figure A6).

Figure A6. Project G: Dashboard to visualise demographic changes resulting from privatisation of affordable housing on Roosevelt Island, New York.
We found that while the households of market-rate units are gradually becoming younger and more affluent, the households of affordable units are becoming older and more impoverished. Despite an individual agreement for each building, the demographic changes will be similar in all of them and those changes will affect low-income buildings first. Moreover, upon expiration, 30% of the existing protected tenants will be over 65 and at risk of being displaced. Based on these findings, we warn that the cumulative demographic change of privatisation processes might be as dramatic as those of the sixties’ urban renewal projects.

Using the digital twin to combine many datasets and urban sources into one visual model that quantifies and calculates the changes of a specific neighbourhood demography gives our finding an extra strength. It can be used to increase community resiliency and participation. It is not only a tool for planners, developers or municipalities, but also a tool at the hand of the people. By visualising and simulating future scenarios, a professional knowledge, usually accessible only to few, can be shared and communicated with the wider public. Above all, Roosevelt Island Digital Twin’s ability to simulate not only changes in the built environment but also in its population is its added social value.

Appendix A.8. Project H: Greensight: Scale-Up Perspectives in Urban Green for Human Centered and Liveable Urban Cores, Finland

The city of Turku is a trading city located in Southwest Finland. Turku has been ranked the 7th smartest city in the world and aims to become a resource-wise city by 2040 [68]. This text draws from an interdisciplinary research project and collaboration with the City of Turku from 2017 to 2019. The aim was to use futures and foresight methods to find alternatives to two of Turku’s main urban challenges: spatial fragmentation and low human centeredness. The focus was on the multi-dimensional character of nature areas that act as intervention points when integrating the human experience of life in cities with the physical and the natural environments. One of the basic arguments was that as technology and digitalization continue to expand, nature relations need further consideration as an important counterbalancing factor for achieving human centricity. The smart city can be understood as a future imaginary; however, whether social justice will also be reached in parallel to its adoption is a critical aspect of that future. So, how could we rethink noble approaches to reconciling pressing social issues with urban technology development? What perspectives could help make sense of the social impacts of smart cities?

A futures approach contemplates alternative pathways that can assist transformative processes towards more informed and diverse solutions. The concept of Greensight explores natural enabling systems within the construction of alternative futures and explores the role that planning, technology and other structures play in those futures. Greensight uses a multi perspective approach. It seeks to examine the many layers of life, the human and non-human ones, to explore impacts, deficiencies and their critical role in understanding social change.

At the systems level, Greensight is to be understood as a futures perspective for exploring the philosophical and relational underpinnings of change. Building on this understanding is a set of indicators guided by the Model of Social Transformation Dynamics (Malaska, 1999, as cited in [69] (p. 104)) between human, tangible and intangible needs (Figure A7). According to Malaska’s interpretation of social transformation, we are in the interim phase of regenerative intensive growth—meaning we are experiencing a shift from extensive methods of production towards leaner, more intelligent and scalable methods as our pre-industrial societies of tangible needs transition into post-industrial societies of intangible needs and economies.
Complexity theory is one way to make sense of urban systems dynamics and their transformations. According to Alvarez-Pereira [70], imbalances in existing systems and frameworks constitute a recurrent theme. This can be manifested in the minor role that nature plays within the built environment and how much technology is shaping the function of the city. What a Greensight perspective can highlight against this background is the importance of resourcing to alternative mechanisms that facilitate new ideas of governance, planning structures and new narratives centred around the need for further understanding of the interrelated capacities (and trade-offs) to circular systems, network and urban design [38]. The study of transitions requires methods that challenge our preconceived notion of linearity and individuality. With this as a starting point, we may deduct that the increase in the digitalization of cities is a type of transformation that might change behaviour and ultimately alter the functional utilisation of the city when technology becomes even further intertwined with the elements of social well-being and our life supporting systems as a whole.

Figure A7. Project H: Greensight framework.
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